We study the structural and thermomechanical effects of cation substitution in the compositional family of metal–organic frameworks $\text{Zn}_1 - x \text{Cd}_x (\text{mIm})_2$ (HmIm = 2-methylimidazole). We find complete miscibility for all compositions $x$, with evidence of inhomogeneous distributions of Cd and Zn that in turn affect framework aperture characteristics. Using variable-temperature X-ray powder diffraction measurements, we show that Cd substitution drives a threefold reduction in the magnitude of thermal expansion behaviour. We interpret this effect in terms of an increased density of negative thermal expansion modes in the more flexible Cd-rich frameworks.

Mixed-metal and mixed-linker metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are emerging as an important class of compositionally-complex framework materials,21,22 favoured for their tuneable catalytic,10–12 sorption,13–16 and separation17–19 properties. Compositional variation in MOFs is also an attractive method of controlling crystallite morphology20,21 and even MOF nucleation and growth mechanisms in more general terms.22 Although there are now many different MOF families in which continuously-variable metal substitution has been demonstrated,10–12 ZIF-8 is emerging as an especially appealing benchmark system23 both because its structure is so resilient to substitution and because there are now a number of clear composition–property relationships established for mixed-metal ZIF-8 analogues.15,20,22–24 By way of example, ethylene/ethane and propylene/propane separation characteristics can be controlled by sequentially substituting Zn$^{2+}$ for Co$^{2+}$ in the ZIF-8 architecture.17,19,24

Understanding the structural implications of cation substitution is a particularly important problem for ZIF-8 because so many of its properties—e.g. sorption characteristics,25–29 transport properties,29 phase transition behaviour,30–32 and mechanical stability33—depend on the geometry and flexibility of its framework structure.34,35 This structure is related to that of sodalite, except that it is assembled from tetrahedrally-coordinated Zn$^{2+}$ centres and 2-methylimidazolate (mIm$^-$) linkers [inset to Fig. 1(a)].36–38 Of the various divalent metals known37,38 or thought23 capable of substituting for zinc, it is cadmium that is by far the largest (ionic radii 0.78 Å vs 0.60 Å, Ref. 41) and hence the best placed to influence mechanical properties. While the Cd-containing ZIF-8 analogue Cd(mIm)$_2$ (also known as CdIF-1) has been known for some years,39 it is only very recently that a mixed-metal Zn/Cd ZIF-8 analogue has been prepared.22 Given that structural and mechanical sensitivity to compositional variation should be heightened in this particular system, we considered Cd-doped ZIF-8 analogues to offer a particularly exciting platform for tuneable physical behaviour.

Consequently we sought to establish the degree of compositional miscibility of Cd-doped ZIF-8 analogues and to characterise the structural and mechanical consequences of Zn/Cd substitution in this family. Our primary experimental tool is variable-temperature X-ray powder diffraction, but we also exploit a recently-developed23 non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) analysis39 of infrared (IR) spectroscopy data to determine compositional correlations in these mixed-metal ZIF-8s.

We prepared a series of eleven ZIF-8 analogues $\text{Zn}_1 - x \text{Cd}_x (\text{mIm})_2$ with Cd compositions $x$ spanning the entire range 0 to 1 (see SI for details). Our synthesis followed closely the method reported in Refs. 22 and 38 except that we have used atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) as a means of identifying the experimental Zn:Cd ratios in our final samples.42–45 Despite employing a set of transition-metal precursors with evenly-spaced Cd compositions ($x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 1$), we found some significant variability between nominal and actual compositions, with $\Delta x = |x_{\text{nom}} - x_{\text{exp}}| \lesssim 0.1$. In order to establish whether our samples were in fact single-phase mixed-metal ZIF-8
conclude that the Zn positions with varying composition (see SI). Consequently we with the diffraction patterns showing a continuous shift in peak measurements. We found no evidence of phase segregation, analogues rather than a suitable mixture of ZIF-8 and CdIF-1 with the same overall composition, we used X-ray powder diffraction measurements. We found no evidence of phase segregation, with the diffraction patterns showing a continuous shift in peak positions with varying composition (see SI). Consequently we conclude that the Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$ family forms as a continuous isostructural solid solution, which is obviously ideal from the perspective of compositional tuning of physical properties.

Cation substitution is known to have a strong effect on crystallite size and morphology for Co-doped ZIF-8 analogues,[18] and so we used Scherrer analysis of our diffraction data and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to investigate the distribution of crystallite sizes in our various Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$ samples. We found strong parallels to the results of Ref. [18] in the sense that particle size was very small for most of the Zn-rich composition field ($0 < x < 0.7$) but increased rapidly at the very lowest Zn compositions [Fig. 1]. This may be a result of quenching of nanocrystal nucleation processes by soluble Cd-containing complexes—the mechanism proposed for the Co$^{2+}$ case,[18] but we flag also the superior error-correcting properties of Cd$^{2+}$ relative to Zn$^{2+}$ during crystal growth that result from its reduced charge density (i.e., weaker bonding).

In order to determine the structural implication of Cd doping in ZIF-8, we used Pawley refinement of our powder diffraction patterns to determine the compositional dependence of the ZIF-8 unit cell length. Our results are entirely consistent with Vegard’s law (i.e. linear) behaviour [Fig. 1(a)].[19] The variation we observe in the cubic lattice parameter $a$ of $\sim$6% is amplified in the variation of the pore aperture dimensions $d = a/2 - 5.1\text{Å}$,[20] such that Cd composition can be used to vary aperture size continuously by as much as 15%. This variability is in strong agreement with the predictions of a recent computational study[20] and augers well for the eventual use of Cd-doped ZIF-8 analogues as highly-selective porous media.

While unit cell dimensions provide a measure of structure that is representative of the ensemble average, the dimensions of individual pore apertures will be influenced by their microscopic composition. For example, transport in sodalite framework materials is heavily influenced by the structure of the 4-rings,[22] each of which can correspond to any one of five different compositions in Cd-doped ZIF-8 analogues: Zn$_4$, Zn$_3$Cd, Zn$_2$Cd$_2$, Cd$_3$Zn, and Cd$_4$. The relative distributions of these different aperture types will be affected by compositional correlations, which we sought to characterise in our samples. In order to do so, we employed a recently-developed IR/NMF approach which exploits the sensitivity of linker vibrational frequencies to the chemical nature of the metals to which linkers are bound.[23] The in-plane mIm bending region of the IR absorption spectrum of Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$ is an excellent candidate for this type of analysis, since one expects distinct signatures for bending modes of Zn–mIm–Zn, Zn–mIm–Cd, and Cd–mIm–Cd linkages.[46]

Our experimental IR measurements show a continuous evolution in absorption profile with composition $x$ [Fig. 2(a)]. These data cannot be interpreted satisfactorily in terms of linear combinations of the endmember IR traces, implying the presence of Zn–mIm–Cd linkages in mixed-metal Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$ and hence
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**Fig. 1** (a) Compositional dependence of the unit cell length and approximate aperture size in the ZIF-8/CdIF-1 solid solution Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$. The dashed line denotes the Vegard limit; error bars are smaller than the symbols. The ZIF-8 structure is represented in the upper inset: Zn atoms as teal spheres and 2-methylimidazolate linkers in grey stick representation. The inverse particle size determined by Scherrer analysis is shown in the lower inset. (b) SEM images of the corresponding samples. All images are given at the same magnification: scale bar = 100 nm.
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**Fig. 2** (a) IR absorption spectra (black lines) and NMF fits (coloured lines) for the in-plane bending region of our Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mIm)$_2$ samples. Successive data sets are offset by a constant absorbance. The NMF components are shown at the bottom of the plot, and correspond to in-plane bending modes of three linker types: Zn–mIm–Zn (teal), Zn–mIm–Cd (gold), and Cd–mIm–Cd (orange). (b) Linker probabilities extracted from NMF fits to the IR data of (a) are shown as filled circles, and the corresponding best-fit equilibrium distribution model shown as solid lines. (c) Representative sections of RMC configurations driven by the IR-derived equilibrium model described in the text. Homometallic 4-rings are shaded in teal (Zn) and orange (Cd). The fractional population of Zn$_{n}$Cd$_{4-n}$ 4-rings is shown in bar representation above each section for (top, open bars) statistical and (bottom, filled bars) experimental distributions.
substantial mixing on the atomic scale. Following the approach of Ref. [42] we used NMF analysis to extract the best-fit Zn–mlm–Cd trace and, in turn, the relative probabilities of the three linker types as a function of sample composition [Fig. 2(b)]. Our data are somewhat less smooth than those measured for mixed-metal formates [42] but are nevertheless reasonably well described in terms of an equilibrium model with $\Delta H_{\text{mix}} = 1.9(4)$ kJ mol$^{-1}$. The key point is that $\Delta H_{\text{mix}}$ is clearly > 0, which implies a tendency for homometallic clustering and hence compositional heterogeneities within Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mlm)$_2$ samples. In turn, the relative distribution of 4-ring compositions (and hence aperture dimensions) is necessarily different to the statistical ($\Delta H_{\text{mix}} = 0$) case. We note that NMR measurements may provide a useful alternative measure of local compositional ordering, as has been applied recently to the related problem of linker distributions in mixed-linker MOFs [49–51].

To investigate this point further, we used the same reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) approach of Ref. [42] to generate atomistic configurations of Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mlm)$_2$ structures with Cd/Zn distributions informed by our IR/NMF analysis. As expected, we find that homometallic 4-rings (Zn$_4$ or Cd$_4$) are significantly more predominant at all compositions than would be expected if Cd and Zn centres were distributed randomly [Fig. 2(c)]. While linker clustering has been demonstrated using $^1$H NMR spectroscopy for mixed-ligand ZIF-8 analogues (e.g. the ZIF-8/ZIF-90 series) [50], we believe this is the first experimental characterisation of nonuniform metal distributions in a mixed-metal ZIF-8 series [51].

But what of the effect of Cd doping in Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mlm)$_2$ on framework flexibility? Thermal expansion behaviour is a straightforward experimental metric of flexibility in framework materials since it is influenced heavily by low-energy lattice modes that often have negative thermal expansion (NTE; volume contraction on heating) characteristics [54–55]. Increasing framework flexibility usually increases the influence of NTE modes, such that the coefficient of thermal expansion becomes more negative as linker length is increased [54–55] and/or bond strengths are reduced [55]. By repeating our X-ray powder diffraction measurements at various temperatures over the range 100 $\leq T \leq$ 310 K, we were able to determine coefficients of thermal expansion for a subset of our Zn$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$(mlm)$_2$ samples. Our data show linear thermal expansion behaviour for all compositions, with a continuous and monotonic decrease in coefficient of thermal expansion $\alpha = (\partial V/\partial T)_p$ as a function of increasing Cd content [Fig. 3]: $\alpha$ spans the values 11.9(17) MK$^{-1}$ for $x = 0$ to 4.5(4) MK$^{-1}$ for $x = 1$.

So we conclude that Cd doping in ZIF-8 renders the framework structure increasingly flexible (i.e. stronger NTE characteristics), which we attribute to the weaker bonding in Cd–mlm vs Zn–mlm interactions. This difference in bond strength has been noted previously in the context of mechanical amorphisation of ZIF-8 and CdIF-1 [57] and is reflected in the empirical force fields of Ref. [23].

and (in another guise) plays a role in the stronger NTE behaviour of Cd(CN)$_2$ vs Zn(CN)$_2$ [58–60]. What is particularly attractive here is that the continuous miscibility of Cd and Zn in ZIF-8 allows for genuine compositional tuning of thermomechanical response. Moreover we find that compositional variation can be used to tune thermal expansion by a factor of three in this family. The additional ability of ZIF-8 to support non-random cation distributions opens up the appealing possibility of correlated disorder tunings [61–63] via variation in e.g. synthesis temperature. The effect of compositional correlations on mechanical properties, guest sorption and separation profiles then offers an obvious and appealing avenue of further research.
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